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요 약. 누적분석(CA)법과 실시간 기체 전자 회절(GED/RT)을 함께 사용하여 온도 범위 298-673 K에서 정사면체 

대칭 분자의 구조 파라미터를 구하고 이를 단순 누困분석(SCA)법과 전통적인 방법으로 얻은 파라미터와 비교하였다. 

C-F 결합의 평형거리(r。)를 고분해능 분광법으로 얻은 비조화 힘 장의 정확도를 재는 기준으로 사용하여 다섯 가지 다른 

비조화 힘 장의 정확도를 테스트하였다. CA4 SCA로 결정한 CF* 분자의 C-F 평형 거리는 298 K에서 131.51(4) pm 

였다.

주제어: 시간 기체 전자 회절, 누적분석, 평형구조(CF*)

ABSTRACT. The cumulant analysis (CA) method was expanded to tetrahedrally symmetric molecules. In conjunction 
with real time gas electron diffraction (GED/RT), the method was applied to study the molecular structural parameters 
of CF4 over the temperature range from 298 to 673K. The molecular parameters of CF4 by the cumulant analysis method 
were compared with those from the simplified cumulant analysis (SCA) and traditional method. The value of the equi
librium distance (re) for bonded distance C-F was used as a criterion for the accuracy of anharmonic force fields obtained 
from high resolution spectroscopy. The accuracies of five different anharmonic forces fields have been tested by using 
CA. The equilibrium structural parameters of CF4 were obtained by CA and SCA. The equilibrium distances (re) were 
13L51 ⑷ pm by SCA for C-F of CF4 at 298K.

Keywords: Real Time Gas Electron Diffraction, Comulant Analysis, Equilibrium Structure (CF4)

INTRODUCTION

The photogrghic measurements have ins탸rmcnint- 
able problem of inacc탸racy beca탾se of irreg탾larities 
of photographic emulsion and chemical processes of 
development. The technicpie of direct electron co탸nt- 
ing with a photomultiplier system was reported in 
1979*. GED/RT2-3 instrument was constructed with 
a multichannel photodiode array (PDA) detector, 

and is th탾s an online techniq탾e. GED/RT has been 
applied to discriminate among vari이is molecular 
force fields as derived from high-resohitkrn spec
troscopy. In cor(j탸nction with cumulant analysis,4-6 
the method determines not only the vibrational 
average stmct탾res, b탾t also the eq탾ilibri탸m molec탾- 

lar geometries. The anharmonic part of tfie poten
tial function contributes significantly to tfie apparent 
molecular geometry, and 血is can not simply be 
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ignored in a precise treatment of eq탾ilibrhim stmc- 
tires. The effects of anharmonicity on the molec탾- 

lar scattering and probability density function have 
been considered previo탾sly by 탾sing permrbati아J 
or variational8 approaches. The method applies to 
both eq탾ilibri탸m and non-eq탾ilibrhim molecular 
ensembles. A simplified-c탾m탾lant analysis procedure 
was developed recently to allow for data refine
ments with。탾t the need for extraneo탾s information 
from spectroscopy.

In 山is paper, tfie cumulant analysis method has 
been expanded to inckide tfie direct evakiation of 
eq탾ilibri탸m geometries of tetrahedrally symmetric 
(Td) molecules such as CF4. The CA method was 
applied to analyze the GED/RT data of CF4 탾sing 
five different anharmonic force fields as well as 
SCA method and traditional metfiod. The parame
ters of CF4 from CA are compared witfi tfiose from 
SCA metfiod and tradition metfiod. The eq탸ilibrium 
distances (rc) for C-F are presented by 탾sing vari- 
o탾s force fields. By 탾sing CA method, vario탾s tem- 
peratiiFe dependent parameters of CT% were calc탾lated 
in a straight forward manner s탾ch as mean intem탾- 

clear distances ra, and vibrational amplitudes ls as 
well as c탸m탾lant coefficients yn. The temperature 
dependent vibrational amplitudes l& of C-F and 
F...F were obtained witfi five different force fields.

THEORETICAL PROCEDURES

There exist alternative metfiods for calculating 
ImoJ(s) by making the vibrational and rotational aver
ages, < exp[ i 迎-rj)] >.i0 Displacements of the 
rmclear positions witfi respect to their eq탾ilibri탸m 
positions are expanded in terms of the normal coor
dinates and vibrational averages taken; then, the 
average over random orientations oftfie molec탾le is 
obtained. One can get red탾ced molecular intensi
ties with c탸m탾lant average and tfie vibrational 
probability density function as follows*i-i4;

sM(s)=£Zs,n gs(s) exp [Q(s)]/r前{A" sin
[s(r前+P«s))]+B,j(s) cos [s(r前+%s))]} (1)

where (omitting the s탾bscripts ij for simplicity)

Q(s)=— ¥<&思乙/2+s七가

P(s)=<Ar>-s2<Ar3>/6
A(s)= 1 -[<&>-/：&3><：/2代+...

B(s)=[- s<Ar>c+s3<Ar4>c/6]/rc+...

Eq탾ation 1 provides a basis for least-sq탾ares 
model refinement from GED data. One can adj 탾st 
the eq탾ilibri탸m intem탾clear distances £ and c탸m탾- 

lants <Ar11> with n=l 〜가. The latter can be assigned 
a clear meaning in terms of properties determining 
the vibrational probability density function: <r>=i^ 
+<Ar> is the mean position, <Ar>c^lg2 is the disper
sion, <AP>C is tfie skew, and <A^>C is tfie excess, 
respectively, of the probability density.

It is useful to consider the dimensionless c탸m탾- 

lant coefficients, yn, which are defined (15) by

Yn=<Ar.i>/<Ar2>n/2 n=i, 3, 가, … (2)

The 爲 val탾es are sensitive functions of tfie molec탾lar 
force field and vibrational distrib탾tion. By inserting 
equation 2 into equation 1, one obtains

sM(s)=穽乎应 gj (s) exp [Q(s)]/r前{Ags) sin 
网前+马(沏+耳@) cos [s(r前+%s))]} (3)

where,

Qj(s)= -s2<Ar>/2+s4 가

i/2-s2 y3<Ar>c3/2/6
Ay(s)=l—["<&思乙"一¥ Y3<Ar>3/2/2]/r+...
B«s)=[一s <Ar>c+s3 Y4<Ar>c2/6]/rc+...

To summarize, the cumulant metfiod establishes a 
general relationship between diffraction intensity 
and cumulant averages defined with regard to tfie 
Rj(f) or P】j(f)/f functions. This relationship is acc탾- 

rate to any desired degree of approximation. The 
CA eq탾ation is based on geometrically consistent £ 
parameters and is valid for non-eq탾ilibri탸m systems 
with。탾t extraneo탾s information on harmonic and 
anharmonic potential constants. The traditional inten
sity eq탾ation is based on ra geometries which are 
geometrically inconsistent. The molecular parame
ters obtained by cumulant analysis are more pre
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cise than tfiose obtained by the traditional method. 
F탸ither, the metfiod may be applied to check the 
validity of anharmonic force fields derived from 
vario탾s spectroscopic investigations.

The simplified version of the CA of GED intensi
ties was developed some time ago. In act탾al refine
ments of I； and 陽 from GED data, extensive parameter 
correlations were f이md.知 Therefore, some ^proxi
mate constraints between the cumulant coefficients 
are needed to apply equation 3 to GED data analy
ses withcmt auxiliary spectroscopic calculations.

The least sq탾are refinements of molecular inten
sities can be performed on the basis of eq탾ation 3 
with the approximate constraints. This simplified 
CA retains the concept탾al consistency of full CA 
b탾t allows for GED data refinements withcmt the 
need for extraneo탾s information or additional com
putational analysis. The simplified CA proced탸re 
can be applied to molecular ensembles at high tem- 
perat탸res and to excited systems.

The processes of relating tfie harmonic and anhar
monic force constants to electron diffraction intensi
ties and spectroscopic constants are quite involved. 
First of all, tfie renormalized 什eq탾encies are calc탾- 

lated at the appropriate temperamres. Then, curvi
linear internal coordinates are transformed to normal 
coordinates by a nonlinear transfbrmatiom. Next tfie 
moments are calc탾lated in terms of tfie potential 
function in normal coordinate space. The c탸m탾- 

lants are calc탾lated in internal coordinates and the 
molecular intensity function is obtained. The refine
ments are carried 야it witfi a Hooke and Jeeves 
comp탾ter algorithm.16

Instrumentation and Data Reduction Proce
dures for GED/RT

The GED/RT system has been described else- 
where.17-19 There are three chambers (diffraction, 
electron and detector) with molecular inlet system 
and temperat탸re controller. The diffraction and 
electron chambers are separated from each other 
and pumped independently. The electron chamber 
provides a stable high vac탾탸m region for the colli
mation and positioning of the electron beam. The 
collimated electron beam interacts with the molecu

lar beam in the diffraction chamber. A position sen
sitive multichannel analyzer (PDA) is 탾sed for on 
line detection of tfie diffraction pattern on a fhx>res- 
cent screen in the detector chamber. The electron 
beam with well-defined wavelength is prod탾ced in 
an electron g탸n with a hot cathode filament of t탸ng- 
sten. The electrons are emitted thermally and are 
drawn and accelerated by tfie potential of the anode. 
The accelerated electrons leave the electron g탸n 
thr야igh a central hole in tfie anode. The electron 
beam is fbc탾sed onto the registration plane by a 
magnetic lens. The PDA provides precise spatial 
Fesohition and offers high sensitivity and a large 
dynamic range. In tfie GED/RT instrument, a fbc탾sed 
electron beam is crossed by a molecular jet, and the 
diffraction pattern is displayed on a fhiorescent 
screen. The screen is optically ccmpled to a photo
diode array which records the intensity distrib탾tion 
on-line, in a multichannel mode, and with。탾t tfie 
intervention of tfie rotating mechanical sector needed 
in photographic GED. The diffracted electrons are 
transformed into photons by the aluminized P20- 
type phosphor. The PDA is aligned on the opening 
of tfie butterfly slit The intensity distrib탾tion of the 
diffraction pattern with s range (50〜280 nmr1) is 
obtained and stored in digital form for immediate 
analysis. The molecular inlets have been prepared 
for high-temperature experiments and the GED 
experimental tempemt탸re is conveniently identi
fied with tfie temperature of the nozzle at the time 
of the expos탸re. Experimental variables s탾ch as tfie 
conditions of electron beam and scan state are main
tained as constant as possible, and only the sample 
gas 탸ndeF study is changed. Gold thin film is 탾sed 
for alignment and fbc탾sing of tfie GED /RT system 
and N2 is 탾sed for calibration purposes.

Halofmorocarbons are generally perceived as 
environmental alternatives to chloFofhioFocartxms 
(CFCs) which have been implicated in tfie anthro
pogenic depletion of stratospheric ozone.20-22 Halof1 
luorocarbons and chlorofluorocarbons can botfi prod탸ce 
CF3 radicals. Also fhoFocarbons, CFCs, and halof1 
hiOFOcarbons may play a role in green ho탾se 
warming23-24 d탾e to tfie fact that C-F bonds absorb 
in tfie IR 什eq탾ency range 1000-1360 err己 The eflfec- 
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tiveness of a green hcmse gas depends botfi on the 
magnit탾de of its infrared absorption and on its 
atmospheric concentration. Atmospheric concentra
tions of fully fl탾orinated compo탸nds are rather low 
at present, and in fact only CF4 and C2F6 have been 
detected. CF4 is 탾sed in ind탾stiy for etching, aero
dynamic st탾dies, and in chemical lasers. The CF4 
samples were obtained from Alfa (99.7%) and Aid
rich (99.9%) and their p탸rity checked by GC/MS.

CF4 was st탾died 탸nder consistent experimental 
conditions at varicms temperat탸res. Instrumental 
variables s탾ch as electron accelerating voltage, scat
tering distance, sample temperamre, detector tem- 
peramre, and scan state were maintained as nearly 
constant as possible, and only the sample 탾ndeF 
study was changed. Argon gas yielded a smooth 
intensity profile which was 탾sed to correct for slit 
탾neveimess, for nonunifbrmity of response of indi- 
vid탾al diode channels, and for other constant instm- 
mental imperfections. M gas was 탾sed for calibration 
of the electron diffraction instrument.

For an ideal GED apparatus, the total experimen
tal scattered intensity of a molecule Flol (s) is repre
sented as the sum of an atomic backgro탸nd, (s) 
and a contrib탾tion IEmoJ (s) from its intem탾clear dis
tances. 户巖(s), the experimental intensity of argon, 
consists only of the fbat탸reless backgro탸nd type 
scattering. For two s탾bstances I and J, one defines 
the experimental ratio of tfieir scattered intensities 
to be (14)

R%=(I%-D)/(J%-D) ⑷

where D is the detector dark c탸rrent or PDA signal 
when no sample gas is entering the diffraction 
chamber, b탾t the main electron beam is present. 
The tfieoretical ratio is RTTJ=ITlol/JTlol where I、= 

ITi5l+ITmoJ+ITlni5, and the symb이s have their 탾s탾al 
meanings. ITal is the atomic scattering, ITmoJ is the 
molecular interference, and 卩康 is tfie triatomic con- 
trib탾tion. One method of extracting tfie experimen
tal molecular information is to apply the inverse 
atomic backgrcmnd ratio, to tfie experi
mental data. In case tfie tfieoretical function J is 
monatomic, one obtains RTTJ= 1 +Mtt(s)+Ttt(s)
where MTT(s) is tfie leveled molecular intensity. 

Similarly, when tfie tfieoretical inverse backgrcmnd 
ratio is applied to the experimental data, tfien

B^R^^^+R^Cs)] (5)

where K(s) is a smooth function of the scattering 
variable s and R is an amplitude scaling constant 
which may be identified with the index of resohi- 
tion. The K(s) and R vahies are determined tfiat best 
fit the red탾ced experimental data to the c탸rrent tfie- 
oretical model. Eqiation 5 is eq탾ivalent witfi tfie 
conventional M(s) curve of GED 야jited for stoic- 
t탾ral analysis. Least-sq탾ares analyses are performed 
on the sM(s) functions of both tfie traditional and 
CA methods 탸ntil a selfconsistent view of tfie 
experimental intensities and tfieir theoretical ccmn- 
terparts are obtained. The molecular parameters (% 
4) for the traditional method and the molecular 
parameters (rc, Za, y3 and y4) for CA are obtained 
over the temperamre range from 298 K to 673 K. 
As a parameter of accuracy of tfieoretical fit to tfie 
experimental GED data one 탾ses a red탾ced repro
ducibility factor Rf defined as an integral standard 
deviation over the whole s-range between experi
mental and theoretical sM(s). The radial distrib탾- 

tion (RD) curve shows maxima of radial probability 
which correspond to the intem탾clear distances.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The peilmbation theory and variational approaches 
have been 탾sed for the effect of anharmonicity on 
the molecular scattering and probability density 
function. Using tfie pert탸rbation theory, a thermally 
averaged probability density function is formulated 
and applied to analyze the diffraction intensities. 
The scheme is acc탸rate for molecules with small 
anharmonicities, except for cases at high vibrational 
temperat탸re and / or low vibrational 什agency. The 
variational method may not be 탾sed for vibra
tionally excited polyatomic systems since anhar- 
monic interactions are considerable and the n탸mber 
of vibrational states and Fermi resonances is very 
large. Tims many factors tend to work against con
ventional sokitions of tfie variational problem at 
high temperatures.
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There are many approaches to get the molecular 
parameters by using various force fields. The first 
type of models is that the mtemal coordinates do 
not interact with one another. The only force con
stants taken into account are those corresponding to 
stretchmg, bending, and torsion of chemical bonds, 
i.e., the so called valence force field (VFF). The sim
plified general valence force field (SGVFF) mcludes 
the mteraction between two valence coordinates if 
they lie close together. Only next neighboring coor
dinates can interact and include in the force field. A 
third model, the central force field (CFF) is used 
only with stretching types of coordinates. The idea 
of using nonbonding atom mteractions has been 
reconsidered by Urey and Bradley (UBFF) who 
proposed a new type of force field that can be con
sidered as the sum of the simple VFF and CFF. In 
the UBFF the diagonal force constants are the usual 
VFF force constants, whereas the mteraction force 
constants are expressed in terms of nonbonding 
atom interactions.

It is convenient to express the molecular poten
tial function in terms of internal coordinates. The 
vibrational problem is solved by usmg the vibra
tional Hamiltonian of the molecule. Five nonzero 
symmetry quadratic force constants are used for 
CF4 smce there can be only five independent inter
nal-coordinate forces as shown in Table I.25 The 
wave numbers of the fundamentals are determined 
by program NCA26a with the set of constants pre
sented in Table 1. Also the wave numbers from 
spectroscopic measurements are presented in Table I.27 
The Cartesian components of the displacements of 
the nuclei from their equilibrium positions are cal
culated based on a paper presented by H. A. Jahn in 
1938.26b

Table 1. Harmonic force field parameters of CF4

Force constantsa Program NCAb Spectroscopic datac
fir 7.020 913.00 908.2
faa 1.782 432.55 434.5
fir' 0.770 1288.82 1282.0
faa' 0.281 632.80 638.0
fra 0.777

aValues in aJ/A from reference [28], bvalues in cm-1 from 
reference [29a], cvalues in cm'1 from reference [30]

The scattered electron intensities were recorded 
in the range s=70-250 nm1. The complete set of 
experimental mtensity curves of CF4 was analyzed 
in the temperature range from 298 K to 673 K. The 
temperatures were controlled withm 〜0.1°C during 
the experiments. The ground electronic state of the 
CF4 molecule has tetrahedral (Td) symmetry. The 
equilibrium mtemuclear distance re (C-F) was refined 
at the first stage of the data analysis, with the non
bonded distance re (F...F) dependent on the Td 
framework. The experimental intensity curves and 
RD curves for CF4 at 298 K and 673 K with force 
field of Suzuki and Overend (S/O)28 are presented 
in Figs. 1 〜4.

Anharmonicity strongly affects molecular spec
troscopy mcludmg vibrational overtones and com
bination states. Recently, the anharmonicity for CF4 
has been researched by many groups.25,29,30 Five dif
ferent anharmonic force fields determined from 
high-resolution spectra were tested using electron 
diffraction. The results are presented m Figs. 5, 6

0 100 200 300
Scattering Angle / nm-1

Fig. 1. The Theoretical (dot line) and Experimental (solid 
line) Intensity for CF4 at 298 K with Force Field of S/O.

Fig. 2. The Theoretical (dot line) and Experimental (solid 
line) Intensity for CF4 at 673 K with Force Field of S/O.
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Fig. 3. The Theoretical (dot line) and Experimental (solid 
line) RD Curves of CF4 at 298 K with Force Field of S/O.

214.6 1---------------1--------------- :--------------- --------------- 1------- 1
250 350 450 550 650

Temperarure / K

Fig. 6. Equilibrium F...F Distance (re) versus Temperature 
for Five Forces Fields of CF4 and Simplified-CA.

♦ S/O
-J/O(a)
▲ J/O(b)
。LSB(a)
• LSB(b)
° SCA

Fig. 4. The Theoretical (dot line) and Experimental (solid 
line) RD Curves of CF4 at 673 K with Force Field of S/O.

Fig. 5. Equilibrium C-F Distance (re) versus Temperature for 
Five Forces Fields of CF4 and Simplified-CA.

and m Tables 2. In the force field of reference S/O,28 
the cubic constants were calculated with a Morse 
potential in each stretching C-F bond, and a Len- 
nard-Jones potential for the mteraction energy of 
the nonbonded F...F atom pair. The anharmonic 
force fields of Jeannotte and Overend {J/O(a) and J/ 
0(b)}25 were calculated with very a simple model. 
They took a quadratic force field in instantaneous 

curvilmear coordinates and added cubic and quar
tic principal bond stretching force field constants 
modeled on an assumed Morse function. The cubic 
and the quartic stretchmg force constants were cal
culated from the quadratic force constants. Electron 
diffraction studies of hot molecules have revealed 
unexpectedly large asymmetries for nonbonded dis
tances, the source of which is not easily character
ized by spectroscopy. In the force fields of Bartell 
{LSB(a) and LSB(b)},29 the values of the cubic con
stants were obtained with the aid of the Kuchitsu- 
Bartell force field (KBFF).

Among different anharmonic force fields of CF4, 
that of S/O yielded equilibrium distances re (C-F) of 
CF4 that mcreased least over the entire temperature 
range of the experiments as shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 
Table 2. The basic model of S/O, taken for the 
anharmonic part of the mtramolecular potential energy 
function, was the Urey-Bradley potential which 
included principal interactions between nonbonded 
atoms in addition to the usual stretchmg and bend- 
mg force constants. Force fields LSB(a) and LSB(b) 
give nearly identical re distances but which increase 
with temperature. The temperature dependent behav
iors of the re equilibrium distances have a similar 
positive slope as shown in Fig. 5. In contrast, the 
equilibrium distances of CF4 by simplified cumu
lant analysis are relatively constant.

The equilibrium distances (.) are S/O (131.61 pm), 
J/O(a) (131.73 pm) and J/O(b) (131.73 pm), LSB(a) 
(131.70 pm) and LSB(b) (131.67pm), and 131.51(4) 
pm by SCA for C-F of CF4 at 298 K as shown Table 2. 
From a high resolution diode laser spectrum30 of
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Table 2. Experimental equilibrium C-F Distance (re)a of CF4 with five force fields and SCA

T/K S/O J/O(a) J/O(b) LSB(a) LSB(b) SCA R Rf
298 131.61 131.73 131.73 131.70 131.67 131.56(4) 0.99 6.4
373 131.66 131.80 131.79 131.76 131.72 131.58(7) 0.99 9.4
473 131.73 131.89 131.89 131.85 131.80 131.55(7) 0.96 8.2
573 131.84 132.03 132.03 131.98 131.92 131.58(6) 0.98 9.6
673 131.87 132.08 132.08 132.04 131.97 131.57(5) 1.01 6.5

aTlie values of the re (in pm) are given as obtained from analyses of averaged data sets at various temperatures (T/K). Average 
uncertainties (standard deviation determined by the results obtained from individual data sets) for experimental distances are 
0.05 pm. Tlie anharmonic force fields were taken from Suzuki and Overend (S/O), Jeannotte and Overend 卩/0(a), J/O(b) 
from force field set a and b], and Bartell [LSB(a), LSB(b) from force field set 1 and set 11]. Tlie values of SCA (simplified-CA) 
are obtained from the simplified-CA method, numbers in parentheses refer to deviations (la). Tlie values of the index of res
olution (R) and the reproducibility foctor (R in percent) are presented for the S/O force field.

CF4, the gr이md state rotational constant is 玲= 

0.191688±0.000020 cm」. The C-F bond length in 
the grcnind vibrational state is 山탾s i^=13L752=tO.OO7 
pm. In the series of articles, Bartell et al^ calcu
lated rc=1.317 A and a Morse parameter a=2.02 
with a modified Urey-Bradley force field.

In CA, vario탾s temperature dependent parame
ters may be calculated in a straight forward manner, 
e.g., mean intem탸clear distances and vibrational 
amplitudes l& as well as cumulant coefficients 爲. 

The cumulant coefficients are very sensitive to the 

force fields b탾t tfie vibrational amplitudes are rela
tively insensitive as seen in Tables 3〜6 since they 
are based on the harmonic part of the potential. The 
temperat탸re dependent vibrational amplitudes 4 of 
C-F and F...F witfi five different force fields and 
the SCA metfiod all increased. The relative increases 
of 4 for F...F are much larger than for C-F, in 
agreement with Bartell's results.32,33

The increases of y3 and tfie decreases of y4 of 
bonded C-F for all five force fields and SCA are 
shown in Tables 5 and 6. The third cumulant coeflfi-

Table 3. Experimental vibrational amplitudes (/J of C-F distance of CF4 by cumulant analysis a and SCA

T/K S/O J/O(a) J/O(b) LSB(a) LSB(b) SCA
298 4.29 4.30 4.30 4.29 4.29 4.27(6)
373 4.31 4.32 4.33 4.32 4.32 4.32(10)
473 4.38 4.39 4.39 4.39 4.39 4.35(9)
573 4.47 4.49 4.49 4.49 4.48 4.40(8)
673 4.59 4.61 4.61 4.61 4.60 4.47 ⑺

Tlie values of the l& (in pm) are given as obtained from analyses of averaged data sets at various temperatures (T/K). Calcu
lated values with five different force fields. Column SCA represents the simplified cumulant analysis scheme and numbers in 
parentheses refer to deviations (la).

Table 4. Experimental vibrational amplitudes (4) ofF...F distance ofCF4 by c디midaiit analysis'1 and SCA

T/K S/O J/O(a) J/O(b) LSB(a) LSB(b) SCA
298 5.32 5.34 5.34 5.33 5.33 5.69(5)
373 5.53 5.56 5.56 5.55 5.54 5.89(8)
473 5.86 5.89 5.89 5.88 5.87 6.25(8)
573 6.19 6.23 6.23 6.22 6.21 6.55 ⑺
673 6.54 6.58 6.58 6.57 6.56 6.69(6)

Tlie values of the 4 (in pm) are given as obtained from analyses of averaged data sets at various temperatures (T/K). Calcu
lated values with five different force fields. SCA represents the simplified cumulant analysis scheme and numbers in paren
theses refer to deviations (la).
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Table 5. Temperature dependence of the c디mulam coefficient y3 for C-F with Five Force Fields of CF4 and SCA.

T/K S/O J/O(a,b) LSB(a) LSB(b) SCA
298 0.0504 0.0004 0.0313 0.0271 0.0861
373 0.0536 0.0010 0.0339 0.0293 0.0942
473 0.0608 0.0032 0.0393 0.0341 0.1011
573 0.0707 0.0056 0.0465 0.0403 0.1166
673 0.0822 0.0078 0.0545 0.0472 0.1272

Tlie values ofg3 are given as obtained from analyses of averaged data sets at various temperatures (T/K).

Table 6. Temperature Dependence of the Cumulant Coefficient y4 for C-F with Five Force Fields of CF4 and SCA.

T/K S/O J/O(a, b) LSB(a) LSB(b) SCA
298 -0.1046 -0.04930 -0.07339 -0.07934 -0.0421
373 -0.1197 -0.05416 -0.08179 -0.08973 -0.0689
473 -0.1457 -0.06197 -0.09627 -0.10745 -0.1139
573 -0.1771 -0.07086 -0.11363 -0.12842 -0.1638
673 -0.2119 -0.08020 -0.13267 -0.15131 -0.2477

Tlie values of y4 are given as obtained from analyses of averaged data sets at various temperatures (T/K).

cient of tfie C-F bond distance characterizes the 
skew d탾e to anharmonicity of vibrations; the ftmrth 
coefficient indicates the increasing flatness of the 
probability density with increasing temperat탸re. 
The third cumulant coefficient for the C-F bond dis
tance for force fields of S/O and LSB is positive 
and increases significantly with the temperat탸re; the 
ftmrth cumulant coefficient is negative and its abso
lute vakie increases with temperature. But the third 
and f&nth coefficient for the force field of J/O 
show little temperat탾re dependence, indicating tfiat 
the anharmonic part of the force field is somehow 
deficient. Also, the increases ofand tfie decreases 
of y4 for C-F by SCA are m탾ch larger than tfiose by 
cumulant analysis witfi five anharmonic force fields.

For comparison of 야m res탾Its (*) with five differ

ent force fields, least-sq탾ares refinements were per
formed with tetrahedral symmetry. These res탾Its are 
presented in Tables 7 and 8. Traditional GED inves
tigations of CF4 were reported abo탾1 195034 at room 
tempemt탸re. The thermal expansions and anhar
monic shrinkage effects in CF4 were described by 
Bartell32,33 in 1982 b탾t no structural parameters 
were reported. The C-F distance was reported as 
1.317 A by gas electron diflraction.34 The vahies of 
ra with five force fields by CA range from 132.17 
pm to 132.14 pm for C-F and from 215.69 pm to 
215.6가 pm for F...F at room temperahire.

Ro탾tine photographic techniq탾es for GED data 
collections allow the molecular parameters with 
uncertainties of abcmt 〜0.3 pm. The development of 
multichannel detector system can red탾ce tfie exper-

Table 7. The comparison of experimental thennal average C-F Distance (rj ofCF4 by cumulant analysis with five anhannonic force 
fieldsa

T/K S/O J/O(a) J/O(b) LSB(a) LSB(b)
298 132.17 132.14 132.14 132.16 132.16
373 132.27 132.23 132.23 132.25 132.25
473 132.41 132.36 132.36 132.38 132.39
573 132.60 132.54 132.54 132.57 132.57
673 132.72 132.65 132.64 132.68 132.69

Tlie values of ra (in pm) are given as obtained from analyses of averaged data sets at various temperatures (T/K). aAverage 
uncertainties (standard deviation determined by the results obtained from individual data sets) for experimental distances are 
0.05 pm.
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Table 8. The Comparison of Experimental Thennal Average F...F Distance (rj ofCF4 by Cumulant analysis'1 with five anhannonic 
force fields

T/K S/O J/O(a) J/O(b) LSB(a) LSB(b)
298 215.69 215.64 215.64 215.66 215.67
373 215.82 215.76 215.75 215.78 215.79
473 216.02 215.94 215.93 215.96 215.99
573 216.29 216.20 216.19 216.24 216.24
673 216.45 216.33 216.32 216.38 216.40

Tlie values of ra (in pm) are given as obtained from analyses of averaged data sets at various temperatures (T/K). aAverage 
uncertainties (standard deviation determined by the results obtained from individual data sets) for experimental distances are 
0.08 pm.

imental 탸ncertainties in evahiation of molecular 
parameters to 〜0.1 pm. Therefore more precise and 
more general theoretical CA was developed to ana
lyze the diffraction data of GED/RT for SF6. In this 
paper, the CA was expanded to evahiate directly 
eq탾ilibri탸m molecular stmct탸re of tetrahedlly sym
metric molec탾les 야ich as CF4 and check tfie anhar
monic force fields of CF4. In addition, the equilibrium 
molecular geometry for CF4 was determined 
directly from tfie GED/RT data by SCA without 
extiane야is information from spectroscopy.

The eq탾ilibrhim mean distance £ was calc탾lated 
by the CA with extranecms information from spec
troscopy and SCA withcmt extranecms information 
from spectroscopy. The tempeiat탾re dependent mean 
distance ra was obtained by cumulant analysis with 
five anharmonic force fields. The CA data analyses 
of this study offer tfie opportunity to directly com
pare tfie results obtained by tfie simplified CA.
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